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1 General Information

1.1 Scope

The Master of Technology in Computer Science programme is designed to provide a balanced mixture of theoretical and professional training in Computer Science and Information Technology so that the students, on successful completion of the course, may take up either

(a) a professional career in the technology of software for computer systems or specialized application areas, or
(b) an academic career for further study and research in the fundamental and applied aspects of Computer Science and Information Technology, and related disciplines.

1.2 Duration

The duration of the course is two years inclusive of the period of practical training at the first year of the course and the period of work on dissertation at the end of the second year. An academic year usually starts in July/August and continues till May, consisting of two semesters with a recess in between. Usually, there is a studybreak of one week before the semestral examinations in each semester. The timetable of the classes preferably should not have an offday at the beginning or the end of the week.

1.3 Centre

The programme is offered at Kolkata only.

1.4 Course Structure

The two-year Master of Technology in Computer Science (M.Tech(CS)) programme is divided into four semesters. A student is required to take six courses in each semester of the first year and five theoretical
courses in each semester of the second year, making up a total of twenty two courses plus dissertation that itself is equivalent to two credit courses.

The courses offered in different semesters are as follows:

1st year, 1st semester:

1.1 Programming Languages and Methodology
1.2 Discrete Mathematics
1.3 Data and File Structures
1.4–1.6 Three from the following as advised by the faculty based on the background of the student:
   A1. Switching Circuits and Logic Design
   A2. Computer Organization
   A3. Assembly Language and System Programming
   A4. Optimization Techniques
   A5. Elements of Algebraic Structures
   A6. Probability and Stochastic Processes
   A7. Numerical Analysis

1st year, 2nd semester:

2.1 Computer Networks
2.2 Design and Analysis of Algorithms
2.3 Automata, Languages and Computation
2.4 Computer Architecture
2.5 Operating Systems
2.6 Software Engineering

2nd year, 1st semester:

3.1 Database Management Systems
3.2 Internet and Multimedia Technologies
3.3 Compiler Construction
3.4–3.5 Any two from the following:
   B1. Pattern Recognition and Image Processing
B2. Digital Signal Processing
B3. Cryptology
B4. Advanced Algorithms for Graph and Combinatorial Optimization Problems
B5. Artificial Intelligence
B6. VLSI Design and Algorithms
B7. Parallel Processing: Architectures and Algorithms
B8. Advanced Operating Systems

3.6 Dissertation (to be continued to 2nd semester)

2nd year, 2nd semester:

4.1–4.5 Any five from the following:

C1. Formal Aspects of Programming Languages and Methodology
C2. Computational Complexity
C3. Topics in Algorithms and Complexity
C4. Logic for Computer Science
C5. Formal Methods in Computer Science - Selected Topics
C6. Logic Programming and Deductive Databases
C7. Topics in Algebraic Computation
C8. Lambda-Calculus, Combinators and Functional Programming
C9. Information and Coding Theory
C10. Advanced Cryptology
C11. Multi-dimensional search and Computational geometry
C12. Real-Time Systems
C13. Fault-tolerant Computing
C14. Advanced Database Theory and Applications
C15. Advanced Pattern Recognition
C16. Advanced Image Processing
C17. Computer Vision
C18. Robotics
C19. Analysis of Remote Sensing Images
C20. Fuzzy Logic and Applications
C21. Neural Networks and Applications
C22. Advanced Web Technology / Advanced Internet Programming
C23. Document Processing and Retrieval
C24. Selected Topics on the recent development in Computer Science as suggested by the faculty

The teachers’ committee determines the subjects to be offered in any particular semester.
4.6 Dissertation (to be completed)

**Dissertation:** A student is required to work for a dissertation on a topic assigned/approved by the teachers’ committee under the supervision of a suitable ISI faculty member [see also Section 1.12 on Practical Training]. The work for a dissertation should be substantial and relate to some important problem in an area of computer science and/or its applications and should have substantial theoretical or practical significance. A critical review of recent advances in an area of computer science and/or its applications with some contribution by the student is also acceptable as a dissertation.

The work should be commenced at the beginning of the third semester and be completed along with the courses of the fourth semester. The dissertation should be submitted by the middle of July of the year of completion. The dissertation will be evaluated by a committee consisting of the supervisor and an external expert. The student has to defend his/her dissertation in an open seminar. The dissertation is considered to be equivalent to two credit courses.

A student is required to submit seven copies of the dissertation. The Dean will reimburse up to a maximum limit of Rs. 1000.00 towards the cost of preparation of seven copies of the dissertation.

**NON-CREDIT COURSE**

A student may also have to successfully complete a non-credit course in some semester on the advice of the faculty in a subject which may be a prerequisite for a course to be taken by him/her in a subsequent semester.

The phrase “successful completion” means securing a composite score of at least 35% marks in which case the score will be recorded in the mark-sheet.

A student may also undergo an extra course in his/her own interest in any semester in which case he/she must take the tests for the course and the composite score obtained will be recorded in the mark-sheet if it is at least 35%.

A student will be allowed to undergo at most one extra course in each semester whether or not it is recommended by the faculty.

1.5 Examination and Scores

For each course there are two examinations: mid-semestral and semestral along with class tests and assignments as may be decided by the respective teacher. The composite score in a course is a weighted average of the scores in the mid-semestral and semestral examinations, assignments, project work, class test, etc. (announced at the beginning of the semester). For courses other than the dissertation, the minimum weight given to the semestral examination is 50%.

Depending on the result of each semester a student may be allowed to take back-paper (BP) examination to satisfy the passing criteria [(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v)], as mentioned in Section 1.8. The ceiling of the total number of BP examination is 2 in first year and 2 in second year. Teacher’s committee will decide about the time of this examination and until then the concerned student can attend the classes of the next semester. At most one BP examination is allowed in a given course. The post-BP score in a course is
equal to the maximum of BP exam score and composite score, subject to a maximum of 45%. A student may take more than the allotted quota of back-paper examinations in a given academic year, and decide at the end of that academic year which of the back-paper examination scores should be disregarded. If a student obtains less than 50% in programming/software assignments (wherever applicable), he/she may be allowed to take additional assignments.

There should be supplementary examination for mid-semestral, semestral, back-paper and compensatory examinations within a month of the examination missed by a student due to medical or family emergencies. The student should submit a written application to the Dean of Studies or the In-Charge, Academic Affairs for appearing in the supplementary examination, enclosing supporting documents. On receipt of such application from a student with supporting documents, the Dean of Studies or the In-Charge, Academic Affairs will decide, in consultation with the relevant Teachers’ Committee, on whether such examination will be allowed. The student can score at most 60% in the supplementary examinations to mid-semestral and semestral examinations. For the back-paper or the compensatory papers, the maximum the student can score in the supplementary examination, is 45% or 35% respectively.

If a student, even after the compensatory paper, supplementary and BP examination or additional assignments stated here, fails to satisfy the passing criteria [(i)–(v)], as mentioned in Section 1.8, in the first or the second semester, he/she has to discontinue the course. In case of third or fourth semester, if he/she has not opted for compensatory paper, at the discretion of the teachers’ committee, he/she may be allowed to repeat only once the second year of the course without stipend. The scores obtained during the repetition of the final year are taken as the final scores in the final year.

A student admitted to the course is allowed to attend the second semester of the course if he/she passes the first semester.

If a student gets less than 35% in at most one course after the back-paper examination, but gets 60% or more in average in other courses of that academic year excluding the course under consideration, the student can appear for a compensatory paper in the course under consideration. A student can appear in at most one compensatory paper every academic year. However, in the final year of the programme, the student can either appear in the compensatory paper, if the conditions stated above are met, or repeat the year if the existing rules so allow; and not do both. The student must inform the Dean of Studies or the In-Charge, Academic Affairs in writing in advance regarding his/her choice. No compensatory paper will be allowed in a course where backpaper is not allowed, e.g., Statistics Comprehensive in B. Stat. programme. The compensatory examinations for all subjects will be held once in an academic year. A student can score at most 35% in a compensatory paper. If a student scores more than 35% in a compensatory paper, the composite score in the course will be 35%. Any student who scores less than 35% in a compensatory paper will have to discontinue the programme regardless of the year of study in the academic programme.

A student who passes the second semestral examination will be allowed to go in for practical training. A student who completes the practical training satisfactorily, as certified by the supervisor, is promoted to the third semester of the course; otherwise he/she has to discontinue the course.

A student promoted to the third semester of the course will be allowed to attend the fourth semester of the course if he/she passes the third semestral examinations and his/her progress in dissertation is satisfactory as assessed by an internal committee.
A student who submits his/her dissertation within the prescribed time limit and does not obtain less than 45% in the dissertation, and passes the fourth semestral examinations will be declared to have completed the fourth semester of the course.

1.6 Satisfactory Conduct

A student is also required to maintain satisfactory conduct as a necessary condition for taking semestral examination, for promotion and award of degree. Unsatisfactory conduct will include copying in examination, rowdyism, other breach of discipline of the Institute, unlawful / unethical behaviour and the like. Violation of these is likely to attract punishments such as withholding promotion / award of degree, withdrawing stipend and / or expulsion from the hostel / Institute.

Ragging is banned in the Institute and any one found indulging in ragging will be given punishment such as expulsion from the Institute, or suspension from the Institute / classes for a limited period and fine. The punishment may also take the shape of (i) withholding Stipend / Fellowship or other benefits, (ii) withholding of results, (iii) suspension or expulsion from hostel and the likes. Local laws governing ragging are also applicable to the students of the Institute. Incidents of ragging may also be reported to the police. The students are also required to follow the following guidelines during the examinations:

a. Students are required to take their seats according to the seating arrangement displayed. If any student takes a seat not allotted to him/her, he/she may be asked by the invigilator to hand over the answer script (i.e., discontinue the examination) and leave the examination hall.

b. Students are not allowed to carry inside the examination hall any mobile phone with them, even in switched-off mode. Calculators, books and notes will be allowed inside the examination hall only if these are so allowed by the teacher(s) concerned (i.e., the teacher(s) of the course), or if the question paper is an open-note/ book one. Even in such cases, these articles cannot be shared.

c. No student is allowed to leave the examination hall without permission from the invigilator(s). Further, students cannot leave the examination hall during the first 30 minutes of any examination. Under no circumstances, two or more students writing the same paper can go outside together.

d. Students should ensure that the main answer booklet and any extra loose sheet bear the signature of the invigilator with date. Any discrepancy should be brought to the notice of the invigilator immediately. Presence of any unsigned or undated sheet in the answer script will render it (i.e., the unsigned or undated sheet) to be cancelled, and this may lead to charges of violation of the examination rules.

e. Any student caught cheating or violating examination rules for the first time will get Zero in that examination. If the first offence is in a backpaper examination, the student will get Zero in the backpaper. (The other conditions for promotion, as mentioned in Section 1.8 of this brochure will continue to hold).

f. If any student is caught cheating or violating examination rules for the second / third time and he/she

(i) is in the final year of any programme and not already repeating, then he/she will have to repeat the final year without stipend;
(ii) is in the final year of any programme and already repeating, then he/she will have to discontinue the programme;

(iii) is not in the final year of any programme, then he/she will have to discontinue the programme even if he/she was not repeating that year.

Any student caught cheating or violating examination rules for the second/third time, will be denied further admission to any programme of the Institute. Failing to follow the examination guidelines, copying in the examination, rowdyism or some other breach of discipline or unlawful/unethical behaviour etc. are regarded as unsatisfactory conduct.

The decisions regarding promotion, in Section 1.8, and final result, in Section 1.9, are arrived at taking into account the violations, if any, of the unsatisfactory conduct of the student as described in this section.

1.7 Attendance

Every student is expected to attend all the classes. If he / she is absent, he / she must apply for leave to the Dean of Studies or Academic Coordinator. Failing to do so may result on disciplinary action.

1.8 Promotion

A student will be declared to have passed a semester if he/she

(i) maintains satisfactory conduct

(ii) secures at least a composite score of 45% on an average in the credit courses;

(iii) does not obtain a composite score of less than 35% in any credit course;

(iv) does not obtain a composite score of less than 45% in more than one credit course;

(v) does not obtain a composite score of less than 35% in any non-credit course recommended by the teachers’ committee; and

(vi) does not obtain less than 50% in the programming/software assignments for each course where there are such assignments.

A student is declared have to failed the examination if he / she fails to pass the same.

A student admitted to the first year of the programme is allowed to attend the second semester of the programme if he / she passes the first semestral examinations, otherwise he / she has to discontinue the programme.

A student, who takes all the second semestral examinations, will be allowed to go for Practical Training, otherwise he/she has to discontinue the programme.
A student who passes the second semestral examination, completes the Practical Training satisfactorily as certified by the supervisor and submits his/her report within the prescribed time limit is promoted to the third semester of the programme; otherwise, he/she has to discontinue the programme.

A student promoted to the third semester of the programme will be allowed to attend the fourth semester of the programme if he/she passes the third semestral examinations.

A student who submits his/her Dissertation report within the prescribed time limit and passes the fourth semestral examinations and does not obtain less than 45% in Dissertation will be declared to have successfully completed the fourth semester of the programme.

If even after the compensatory, the back-paper and supplementary examinations referred to in the preceding paragraphs the student fails in the first or the second semestral examinations, he/she has to discontinue the course. However, if he/she fails in the third or the fourth semestral examination even after the back-paper and supplementary examinations, but has not opted for compensatory examination, then he/she may be allowed to repeat the second year of the course without stipend.

The scores obtained during the repetition of the final year are taken as final scores in the final year. A student is given only one chance to repeat a programme. A student will be asked to discontinue if he/she fails in third or fourth semester of the repeating year.

A student who is asked to discontinue the programme is not eligible for readmission to this programme even through the admission test.

1.9 Final Result

A student, who has successfully completed the fourth semester of the programme and whose conduct is satisfactory, gets M. Tech. (CS) degree and is placed in the

I. First division with distinction if he/she secures an overall percentage score of at least 75% in all four semesters put together and at most 2 (two) scores less than 45%.

II. First division if the student secures an overall average percentage of at least 60% and at most 4 (four) scores less than 45%.

III. Second division if the student passes all four semesters but fails to secure first division with distinction or first division.

1.10 Award of Certificates

A student passing the M.Tech (CS) degree examination is given a certificate of the degree and a mark-sheet mentioning.

I. all the credit courses taken and the composite percentage score or the post-backpaper score in each course.
II. the non-credit courses taken, if any, and the composite percentage score or post-backpaper percentage score in each, and

III. the division in which placed.

The certificate is awarded in the Annual Convocation of the Institute following the fourth semester.

1.11 Prizes and Medals

In each semester, teachers’ committee recommends award of prizes to one/two students depending on his/their performance in the semestral examination. In addition, the teachers’ committee of the 4th semester also awards

**ISI Alumini Association - Rashi Ray Memorial Medal**

for outstanding performance in the course.

Further, the following medals are awarded on the basis of the evaluation of the dissertation of the students:

1. Sunity Kumar Pal Gold Medal for the best dissertation work,
2. TCS award for the best application oriented dissertation,

1.12 Practical Training

A student who passes the second semester examinations of the first year will be allowed to go in for practical training. The practical training may be organized anywhere in research institutes or in public/private sector organizations. It is generally not possible to arrange training somewhere of the trainee’s choice. However, it is recommended that the students should go outside the Institute (ISI).

The duration of the training is about eight weeks. During the period of training, the student is placed under the control of an assigned supervisor belonging to the organization where the training is arranged. A student who completes the practical training satisfactorily, as certified by the supervisor, is promoted to the second year of the course.

A student who undergoes practical training somewhere in India during the training period may receive his/her usual monthly stipend/remuneration/emoluments either from the Institute (ISI) or from the host organization at his own discretion. A student who wishes to receive stipend from the Institute will receive his/her usual monthly stipend. However, the students other than those who are placed in Calcutta for practical training will be paid an additional monthly allowance at the following rates:

(i) Fifteen percent (15%) of the monthly stipend for those placed in Kolkata and its suburbs,
(ii) Thirty percent (30%) of the monthly stipend for those placed outside of Kolkata and its suburbs, but offered accommodation in the ISI hostel or accommodation by the organization where they are placed,
(iii) Forty percent (40%) of the monthly stipend for those placed outside Calcutta and its suburbs, but not offered accommodation as in (ii).
(iv) For travel from Calcutta to the city where the students are placed, and back, the students will be reimbursed second class to and fro train fare with sleeper charges, an allowance of Rs. 50.00 for every 24
hours or part thereof during the train journey, and incidental expenditure to cover cost of road travel/coolies to the extent of Rs. 30.00 each way for the whole trip.

Practical training may be arranged at a research/R&D organization abroad. In case a student undergoes practical training at such a place abroad, the Institute (ISI) will not provide any financial support including the monthly stipend for that period. [For detail please see the proceeding of the 36th meeting of AC held on 1st December 2000.]

1.13 Stipend and Contingency Grant

All students other than those sponsored by the employers are awarded full stipend at the time of admission initially for the first semester only. The present rate of stipend is Rs. 5000/- (Rupees five thousand only) per month. The students (other than those sponsored by the employers) are also eligible to receive a contingency grant of Rs. 2500/- (Rupees three thousand only) per semester as reimbursement of cost of text books and supplementary text books, photocopies of required academic materials, a scientific calculator and other required accessories for practical classes. All such expenditure should first be approved by the respective class teacher. The payment of stipend and the reimbursement of contingency grant will, however, be governed by the following terms and conditions:

1. The contingency grant sanctioned will be treated as a limit and the "student concern" will be reimbursed the actual expenditure incurred by him/her on the admissible items within the limit. The grant is not to be paid as an outright payment.

2. The books and non-consumable items purchased or acquired out of the contingency grant allowed will be property of the Institute and the student will have to return them at the end of the course.

3. It will be obligatory for every student concerned to undertake 8 to 10 hours (per week) of work related to teaching and research activities as assigned to him/her by the Institute. This could include tutorials, laboratory classes, development activities undertaken by faculty members, maintenance and operation of computers and other facilities, assistance in Library etc.

4. Wherever Government of India/University Grants Commission/Council of Scientific and Industrial Research/Industry sponsored projects are undertaken, the services of the students may be used for providing assistance in projects funded by these agencies. In that event, a portion of stipend amount i.e., Rs. 800/- per month, for the time being may be charged to the project funds for the duration a student is engaged on such a project.

5. The Institute will work out specific programmes of work and maintain the record of each student.

6. If however a student fails to secure a first division or equivalent in any semester, his/her stipend and contingency grant will be reduced to Rs. 2500/- and Rs. 1250/- respectively in the following semester.

7. A student shall be required to give an undertaking to the effect that he/she would not leave the course midway or appear in any competitive examination, etc., not related to engineering and technology, in order to be eligible to receive this stipend.

8. During the course of studies, the student shall not receive any emoluments, salary, stipend, etc. from any other source.
9. Suitable hostel type accommodation may be provided wherever available.

10. No House Rent Allowance (HRA) is admissible to the M.Tech. students.

No stipend is awarded to:

1. a repeating student
2. a student whose attendance falls short of 75% overall in the preceding semester.

Stipends may be restored because of improved performance and/or attendance, but no stipend is restored with retrospective effect.

1.14 Class Teacher

One of the teachers in a semester is designated as the respective class teacher. All students are required to meet their respective class teacher periodically to get their academic performance reviewed, and to discuss any academic problem, if necessary.

1.15 Library Rules

Students are allowed to use the reading-room facilities in the library. They have to pay Rs. 500/- as security deposit in order to avail of the borrowing facility. At most four books can be borrowed at a time. Any book from the Text Book Library (TBL) may be issued to a student only for overnight or week-end provided at least two copies of that book are present in the TBL; only one book will be issued at a time to a student. Fine will be charged if any book is not returned by the due date stamped on the issue-slip. The library rules and other details are posted in the library.

DEAN’S LIBRARY/STUDENTS’ LIBRARY RULES

A student may also borrow text books for the particular semester the student is studying in. Books are usually issued at the beginning of each semester and have to be returned at the end of that semester. Exact date of the issuance and return will be announced by the respective class teacher.

1.16 Caution Money

Each student, whether sponsored or not, will have to make a refundable deposit of Rs. 1,000.00 as caution money for use of department equipment and facilities. The deposit is refundable after deduction of cost of damages or losses, if any, on termination of the course.

1.17 Hostel Facilities

The Institute has hostels for male and female students in its premises in Kolkata. However, it may not be possible to accommodate all students in the hostels. Limited medical facilities are available free of cost at
Kolkata, Delhi and Bangalore campuses. Students, selected for stay in the hostels, have to pay Rs. 1500.00 as hostel deposit, whereas hostel rent of Rs 200.00 is deducted from their monthly stipend.

1.18 Placement

Students who have successfully completed the M. Tech (QROR) programme are now well placed in government and semi-government departments, public and private sector undertakings, and industries/service organizations. Most of the students of the Institute get employment offers even before they complete the qualifying degree examinations.

There is a Placement Committee in Kolkata, which arranges campus interviews by prospective employers.

1.19 Change of Rules

The Institute reserves the right to incorporate changes in the above rules, course structure and the syllabi as and when needed.

2 Brief Syllabi

Syllabi of the subjects are given in the following pages. Each syllabus is organized as follows.

(a) Topics, (b) pre-requisites/co-requisites if any, (c) number of lectures (tutorials if any) per week, (d) percentage weights for theory and programming/software assignments/mini projects (if any), (e) list of references, (f) supplementary information.

1.1 Programming Languages and Methodology

(a) Introduction to computer programming: Algorithm, storage, file, software-hardware interface (if it is required by the class).

Types of languages: Imperative – variable-oriented, object-oriented, functional, logic.

Programming language concepts: Introduction to Programming language concepts with emphasis on abstraction mechanism using C, C++ and Java; Procedure call and parameter passing mechanisms; Generic and polymorphic definitions; Abstract data types.

Efficiency issues.

Design issues: Attention to design goals and interaction of features in a language.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures and one tutorial per week
(d) Theory 60% and Assignment 40%

(e) References:

1.2. Discrete Mathematics

(a) Combinatorics: Multinomial theorem, principle of inclusion exclusion; Recurrence relations – classification, summation method, extension to asymptotic solutions from solutions for subsequences; Linear homogeneous relations, characteristic root method, general solution for distinct and repeated roots, non-homogeneous relations and examples, generating functions and their application to linear homogeneous recurrence relations, non-linear recurrence relations, exponential generating functions, brief introduction to Polya theory of counting.

Graph Theory: Graphs and digraphs, complement, isomorphism, connectedness and reachability, adjacency matrix, Eulerian paths and circuits in graphs and digraphs, Hamiltonian paths and circuits in graphs and tournaments, trees; Minimum spanning tree, rooted trees and binary trees, planar graphs, Euler’s formula, statement of Kuratowskey’s theorem, dual of a planer graph, independence number and clique number, chromatic number, statement of Four-color theorem, dominating sets and covering sets.

Logic: Propositional calculus – propositions and connectives, syntax; Semantics – truth assignments and truth tables, validity and satisfiability, tautology; Adequate set of connectives; Equivalence and normal forms; Compactness and resolution; Formal reducibility – natural deduction system and axiom system; Soundness and completeness.

Introduction to Predicate Calculus: Syntax of first order language; Semantics – structures and interpretation; Formal deductibility; First order theory, models of a first order theory (definition only), validity, soundness, completeness, compactness (statement only), outline of resolution principle.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week
1.3 Data and File Structures

(a) (i) Introduction: Algorithms, programs, storage devices, records and sequential files, compiler and OS (if it is required by the class).

Introduction to complexity of algorithms and different asymptotic notations.

Data structure: Introduction to ADT, formal definitions, implementations of basic data structures, array, stack, queue, dequeue, priority queue, linked list, binary tree and traversal algorithms, threaded tree, m-ary tree, heap, generalized list and garbage collection.

Searching: Binary search, Fibonacci search, binary search tree, height balanced tree, splay tree, digital search tree, trie, hashing techniques.

(ii) Records and files: Fixed length/variable length records, pinned/unpinned records, heap file, hashed file, indexed file, relative file, file with dense index, multi-key access file, inverted list, multi-list organization, B-tree, B*-tree, 2-3 tree, storage organization for HSAM, HISAM, HIDAM, HDAM (H - hierarchical, I = indexed, D = direct, AM = access method), need for file reorganization. Management of addition / deletion / overflow for different types of file organization, and introduction to distributed file system, file security, access control and version control.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures and one tutorial per week
(d) Theory 60% and Assignment 25% for (i) and 15% for (ii).

(e) References:


A1. Switching Circuits and Logic Design

(a) Boolean Algebra: Postulates and fundamental theorems, Representation of Boolean functions using Karnaughs map, truth tables, duality and complementation, canonical forms., fundamental Boolean operations- AND, OR, NAND, NOR, XOR.

Minimization of Boolean functions: Using fundamental theorems, Karnaughs Maps, Mcclusky’s tabular method.

Hazards: Static and Dynamic Hazards, hazard free realization of a function, unateness and symmetry of Boolean functions.

Logic Design: Design with TTL, MOS and CMOS networks, system level logic synthesis.

Fault Diagnosis and Tolerance: Test generation methods for single and multiple faults, fault tolerance techniques, design for testability.

Programmable Logic Arrays: PLA Minimization, PLA Folding, faults in PLA, test generation and DFT schemes for PLA.

Sequential circuits: Finite state models for sequential machines, pulse, level and clocked operations, state diagrams, state table, characteristics and excitation tables of various memory elements, state minimization for synchronous and asynchronous sequential circuits.
Fault detection experiments.

Digital system realization: Alternative structural description, levels of description, timing analysis and simulation.

(b) Nil

(c) Three lectures and one tutorial per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:


A2. Computer Organization

(a) Introduction: Evolution of computers, hierarchical levels of computer system design, gate level components – logic gates, flip flops; Register level components – multiplexer/demultiplexer, decoder/encoders, shift registers and counters, logic arrays.

Processor Design: Information representation, number system.

Control Unit Design: Hardware control unit design, hardware programming language, microprogramming, horizontal, vertical and encoded-control microprogramming, microprogrammed control unit design.

Memory Organization: Random and serial access memories, static and dynamic RAMs, ROM, Associative memory.

I/O Organization: Different techniques of addressing I/O devices, data transfer techniques, programmed interrupt, DMA, I/O channels, channel programming, data transfer over synchronous and asynchronous buses, bus control.

(b) Nil

(c) Three lectures and one tutorial per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%
A3. Assembly Language and Systems Programming

(a) Introduction: Operating system, hierarchical view of an OS, memory management, processor management, device management, compiler.

Assembly Language: Machine language and assembly programming, description of functional characteristics, addressing modes, data types, introduction structure, registers, instruction set descriptions, macros, recursive macros, sub-routines, stacks, procedures, and exception handling.

Assembly languages for some contemporary representative microprocessor families, important features of some advanced microprocessors.

Assemblers: Language levels and assemblers, tasks of an assembler, processing of imperative, declarative, and assembler directive statements, relocation, linking and loading concepts – one and two pass assembler, symbol table organization, program sections, output forms.

Macro-assembler: concept and use of macros, structure of macros, nested macro calls, nested macro definitions, conditional macro expansion and recursive macros, combined implementation of macroprocessor and assembler.

Loader and linker: Review of loading, linking and relocation, absolute, dynamic and direct loading schemes, program linking schemes and resolution of external references, optional features in loaders and linkage editors, overlay structures and dynamic linking, bootstrap loaders.

Editors and Debuggers: Line oriented editor, full screen editor, editor program, editing commands, types of errors, steps of debugging a program, techniques for debugging.

(b) Co-requisite: Computer Organization.

(c) Three lectures and one two-hour tutorial per week

(d) Theory 60% and Assignment 40%

(e) References:


A4. Optimization Techniques

(a) Linear Programming: A brief review of simplex and revised simplex algorithms, Bland’s rule, duality theory, large scale linear programmes, computational complexity of simplex method, polynomial time algorithms – ellipsoidal and Karmarkar’s methods.

Integer Programming: All integer and mixed integer programming problems, cutting planes and branch and bound algorithms, introduction to the ideas of NP-completeness, travelling salesman and other related problems.

Non-linear Programming: General constrained mathematical programming problems, Kuhn-Tucker-Lagrangian necessary and sufficient conditions, interior point methods, standard algorithms like feasible direction and gradient projections convergence of the methods, convex programming problems, quadratic programming.

(b) Nil
(c) Four lectures per week
(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%
(e) References:

A5. Elements of Algebraic Structures
(a) Introduction: Sets, operations on sets, relations, equivalence relation and partitions, functions, induction and inductive definitions and proofs, cardinality of a set, countable and uncountable sets, diagonalization argument.

Groups: Binary operations, groupoids, semi-groups and monoids, groups, subgroups and cosets, Lagrange’s theorem, cyclic group, order of an element, normal subgroups and quotient groups, homomorphism and isomorphism, permutation groups and direct product.

Rings and sub-rings: Introduction to rings, sub-rings, ideals and quotient rings, homomorphism and isomorphism, integral domains and fields, field of fractions, ring of polynomials.

Linear algebra: Vector spaces, basis and dimension, linear transformations and matrices, rank and nullity determinants, eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Field extensions: Finite dimensional, algebraic and transcendental; splitting field of a polynomial, existence and uniqueness of finite fields, application to Coding Theory.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:


A6. Probability and Stochastic Processes

(a) Probability theory: Probability, conditional probability and independence; Random variables and their distributions (discrete and continuous), bivariate and multivariate distributions; Laws of large numbers, central limit theorem (statement and use only).


Selected applications: Analysis of algorithms, performance evaluation and modelling of computer systems.
A7. Numerical Analysis

(a) Introduction: Error and their propagation in numerical computation, concept of convergence and stability of an algorithm.

Solutions of simultaneous linear equations: Matrix computation, computations of inverse and eigenvalues of a matrix.

Solution of non-linear equations: Iterative methods, acceleration of convergence, Newton’s method of polynomials, quotient difference algorithm.


Numerical calculus: Newtonian and Gaussian quadrature methods, integration formulae using finite differences, Romberg integration, Numerov’s method for numerical integration, numerical differentiation, solution of differential equation.

Boundary value problems, and Solutions of linear difference equations.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week
(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) **References:**


(f) Some specific topics, problems or methods should be covered by assignments (not standard home work). A student or a group of student may have to work for sometime during the course on one special problem and submit a report. This might bring the flexibility of covering some problems not included in the first course on Numerical Analysis.

**2.1 Computer Networks**

(a) **Introduction:** Computer networks and distributed systems, classifications of computer networks, layered network structures.

*Data Communication Fundamentals:* Channel characteristics, various transmission media, different modulation techniques.

*Queuing Theory:* M/M queuing systems, M/G/1 queuing system; Network performance analysis using queuing theory.

*Network Structure:* Concepts of subnets, backbone and local access; Channel sharing techniques-FDM, TDM; Polling and concentration, message transport: circuit, message and packet switching, topological design of a network.

*Data Link Layers:* Services and design issues, framing techniques, error handling and flow control, stop and wait, sliding window and APRPANET protocols, HDCLC standard.

*Network Layer:* Design issues, internal organization of a subnet, routing and congestion control techniques, network architecture and protocols, concepts in protocol design, CCITT recommendation X.25

*LANS and their Interconnection:* Basic concepts, architectures, protocols, management and performance of Ethernet, token ring and token bus LANS; Repeaters and Bridges.

*Internet:* IP protocol, Internet control protocols – ICMP, APR and RAPP, Internet routing protocols - OSPF, BGP and CIDR.

*ATM:* ATM switches and AAL layer protocols.

*Network Security:* Electronic mail, directory services and network management.

(b) Pre-requisite: Computer Organization

(c) Three lectures and one tutorial per week

(d) Theory 70% and Assignment 30%

(e) References:


2.2 Design and Analysis of Algorithms

(a) Introduction and basic concepts: Complexity measures, worst-case and average-case complexity functions, problem complexity, quick review of basic data structures and algorithm design principles.

Sorting and selection: Finding maximum and minimum, k largest elements in order; Sorting by selection, tournament and heap sort methods, lower bound for sorting, other sorting algorithms - radix sort, quick sort, merge sort; Selection of k-th largest element.

Searching and set manipulation: Searching in static table – binary search, path lengths in binary trees and applications, optimality of binary search in worst cast and average-case, binary search trees, construction of optimal weighted binary search trees; Searching in dynamic table – randomly grown binary search trees, AVL and (a,b) trees.

Hashing: Basic ingredients, analysis of hashing with chaining and with open addressing.

Union-Find problem: Tree representation of a set, weighted union and path compression-analysis and applications.

Graph problems: Graph searching – BFS, DFS, shortest first search, topological sort; connected and biconnected components; minimum spanning trees – Kruskal’s and Prim’s algorithms – Johnson’s implementation of Prim’s algorithm using priority queue data structures.

Algebraic problems: Evaluation of polynomials with or without preprocessing. Winograd’s and Strassen’s matrix multiplication algorithms and applications to related problems, FFT, simple lower bound results.
String processing: String searching and Pattern matching, Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm and its analysis.

NP-completeness: Informal concepts of deterministic and nondeterministic algorithms, P and NP, NP-completeness, statement of Cook’s theorem, some standard NP-complete problems, approximation algorithms.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:


(f) At least one assignment involving implementation of several algorithms of same asymptotic complexity for a problem and their empirical comparisons.

2.3 Automata, Languages and Computation

(a) Automata and Languages: Finite automata, regular languages, regular expressions, equivalence of deterministic and nondeterministic finite automata, minimization of finite automata, closure properties, Kleene’s theorem, pumping lemma and its application, Myhill-Nerode theorem and its uses; Context-free grammars, context-free languages, Chomsky normal form, closure properties, pumping lemma for CFL, push down automata.

Computability: Computable functions, primitive and recursive functions, universality, halting problem, recursive and recursively enumerable sets, parameter theorem, diagonalization, reducibility, Rice’s Theorem and its applications. Turing machines and variants; Equivalence of different models of computation and Church-Turing thesis.

Complexity: Time complexity of deterministic and nondeterministic Turing machines, P and NP, NP-
completeness, Cook’s Theorem, other NP – Complete problems.

(b) Nil

c Four lectures per week

d Theory 100%

e**References:**


**2.4 Computer Architecture**

(a) **Introduction:** Evolution of computer architecture, desired properties of the instruction set of a computer, instruction formats, addressing modes, architectural classifications based on multiplicity of data and instruction (SISD, SIMD, MISD and MIMD structures). CISC versus RISC architectures; Performance metric – different approaches.

*Pipelining:* Basic concepts, Performance of a static linear pipeline, instruction pipelining, hazards (structural, data and control hazards) and their remedies, instruction level parallelism (ILP). Super pipelining, super scalar processing, vector processing and pipelined vector processing.

*Memory System:* Memory hierarchy, Cache memory – fundamental concepts, reducing cache misses and cache miss penalty. Interleaved memory, virtual memory.

*Interconnection Networks:* Static vs. dynamic networks, desirable characteristics, example of popular static interconnection networks, dynamic networks – non-blocking, blocking, blocking rearrangable networks, unique full access multi-stage interconnection networks, examples.

*Multiprocessors:* Centralized shared-memory architectures, distributed shared-memory architectures, synchronization issues, models of memory consistency.

(b) Pre-requisite: Computer Organization.

c Four lectures per week (including tutorials).
(d) Theory 90% and Assignment 10%

(e) References:


2.5 Operating Systems

(a) *Introduction:* Basic architectural concepts, interrupt handling, concepts of batch-processing, multiprogramming, time-sharing, real-time operations; Resource Manager view, process view and hierarchical view of an OS.


*Processor management:* CPU scheduling – short-term, medium term and long term scheduling, non-preemptive and preemptive algorithms, performance analysis of multiprogramming, multiprocessing and interactive systems; Concurrent processes, precedence graphs, critical section problem - 2-process and n-process software and hardware solutions, semaphores; Classical process co-ordination problems, Producer-consumer problem, Reader-writer problem, Dining philosophers problem, Barbar’s shop problem, Interprocess communication.

*Concurrent Programming:* Critical region, conditional critical region, monitors, concurrent languages concurrent pascal, communicating sequential process (CSP); Deadlocks: prevention, avoidance, detection and recovery.

*Device Management:* Scheduling algorithms – FCFS, shortest-seek-time-first, SCAN, C-SCAN, LOOK, C-LOOK algorithms, spooling, spool management algorithm.

*Information Management:* File concept, file support, directory structures, symbolic file directory, basic file directory, logical file system, physical file system, access methods, file protection, file allocation strategies.

*Protection:* Goals, policies and mechanisms, domain of protection, access matrix and its implementation, access lists, capability lists, Lock/Key mechanisms, passwords, dynamic protection scheme, security concepts and public and private keys, RSA encryption and decryption algorithms.

A *case study:* UNIX OS file system, shell, filters, shell programming, programming with the standard I/O, UNIX system calls.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week (including tutorial).

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) **References:**

2.6 Software Engineering

(a) **Part 1 Theory:** Basic concepts of life cycle model, introduction to software specification, its need and importance, formal specification methods including finite state machines, petri nets, state charts, decision tables, program design languages, attributes of good SRS.

Software Design methods and strategies, desirable design attributes, Jackson structured programming, structured systems analysis and structured design, formal approaches to design, object-oriented design, unified modelling language, system design using UML.

Introduction to software verification, software inspection, black box and white box testing, incremental testing, formal proof of correctness, software metrics.

Software reliability, formal definition and its modelling – stochastic models and parameter estimation.

Software engineering management, Introduction to capability maturity model, coding standard, software standard, quality assurance, software cost estimation (Delphi, COCOMO).

**Part 2: Assignment:**

**Note** Each student should be given about 3-4 assignments on SRS, design, testing and allied problems. Different students should be asked to use different tools.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures and one tutorial per week

(d) Theory 60% and Assignment 40%

(e) **References:**

3.1 Database Management Systems

(a) **Introduction**: Purpose of database systems, data abstraction and modelling, instances and schemes, database manager, database users and their interactions, data definition and manipulation language, data dictionary, overall system structure.

**Entity-relationship model**: Entities and entity sets, relationships and relationship sets, mapping constraints, E-R diagram, primary keys, strong and weak entities, reducing E-R diagrams to tables, trees or graphs, generalization and specialization, aggregation.

**Brief Introduction to hierarchical and network model**: Data description and tree structure diagram for hierarchical model, retrieval and update facilities, limitations; Database task group (DBTG) model, record and set constructs retrieval and update facilities, limitations.

**Relational model**: Structure of a relational database, operation on relations, relational algebra, tuple and domain relational calculus, salient feature of a query language.

**Structured query language**: Description an actual RDBMS and SQL.

**Normalization**: Pitfalls in RDBMS, importance of normalization, functional, multi-valued and join dependencies, 1NF to 5NF, limitations of RDBMS.

**Database tuning**: Index selection and clustering, tuning of conceptual schema, denormalization, tuning queries and views.

**Query optimization**: Importance of query processing, equivalence of queries, cost Estimation for processing a query, general strategies, bi-relational and multi-relational join algorithms, algebraic manipulation.

**Crash recovery**: Failure classification, transactions, log maintenance, check point implementation, shadow paging, example of an actual implementation.

**Object oriented model**: Nested relations, modelling nested relations as object model, extension of SQL, object definition and query language (ODL, OQL), object relational database model, storage and access methods. Active databases, Advanced trigger structures, SQL extensions.

(b) Nil

(c) Three lectures and one two-hour tutorial per week

(d) Theory 70% and Assignment 30%

(e) **References**:  
3.2 Internet and Multimedia

Internet

Introduction: Overview and evolution of Internet programming and application tools, searching and browsing tools.

Markup Languages and its application on the web: HTML, XML and related concepts.

Basic Java programming: Features of Java language – brief history of Java, concept of Java VM, basic structure of Java programming; GUI programming – basics of Java abstract windowing toolkit, event handling and swing programming, applet programming; Java beans and Java IDE.

Communication protocol: TCP/IP, IP addressing and domain registration and related concepts.

Application level technology: HTTP, Web server, browsing, firewall.

Search mechanisms: Search engine, crawler technology, filtering technology, content based searching, agent technology, Internet robot.

Advance Internet applications: Data and Web mining, e-commerce, distributed objects – component object model, common object request broker architecture; Web security.

Multimedia

Introduction and overview.

User interface design: User interface styles, visual design.

Multimedia authoring: Design principles, use of authoring tools.

Artificial reality and interactive multimedia.

Multimedia and interactive hardware.

Multimedia database: Indexing, searching and retrieval.

Multimedia applications: CBT/CAI, Multimedia e catalogues, encyclopaedia etc.

(b) Nil

(c) Three lectures and two practical/Tutorial per week

(d) Theory 60% and Assignment 40%

(e) References:


3.3 Compiler Construction

(a) Introduction: Compiler, phases and passes, bootstrapping, finite state machines and regular expressions and their applications to lexical analysis, implementation to lexical analysers, lexical-analyser generator; LEX-compiler, formal grammars, and their application to syntax analysis, BNF notation, ambiguity, LL(k) and LR(k) grammar, bottom-up and top-down parsers, operator precedence, simple precedence, recursive descent and predictive parsers, LR(k) parsers, parse table generation, YACC.

Syntax directed translation: Quadruples, triples, 3-address code, code generation for standard constructs with top-down and bottom-up parsers, translation of procedure calls, record structuring.

Code optimization: Loop optimization, DAG analysis, loop identification by flow dominance, depth-first search, reducible flow graphs, legal code motion, induction variables, data flow analysis, u-d and d-u chains, copy propagation, elimination of global sub-expressions, constant folding, code hoisting, forward and backward data flow equations, inter-procedural data flow analysis.


Symbol table: Data structure and management, runtime storage administration, error detection and recovery; Lexical, syntactic and semantic errors, case studies with real life compilers.

(b) Pre-requisite: Computer Organization.

(c) Three lectures and one two-hour tutorial per week

(d) Theory 70% and Assignment 30%

(e) References:


B1. Pattern Recognition and Image Processing

(a) Pattern Recognition: Introduction, overview of different approaches, decision boundaries, discriminant functions (linear and non-linear), Bayesian classification, training and test sets, parametric and nonparametric learning, minimum distance classifiers, k-NN rule, unsupervised learning, basic hierarchical and
non-hierarchical clustering algorithms, dimensionality reduction, similarity measures, feature selection criteria and algorithms, principal components analysis, some applications.

**Image Processing:** Introduction, image definition and its representation, neighbourhood metrics, image processing systems, 2-D orthogonal transformations of images (DFT, DCT, HT, KLT), enhancement, contrast stretching, histogram specification, local contrast enhancement, smoothing and sharpening, spatial/frequency domain filtering, segmentation, pixel classification, greylevel thresholding, global/local thresholding, edge detection operators, region growing, split/merge techniques, image feature/primitive extraction, line detection, border following, Hough transform, medial axis transform, skeletonization/thinning, shape properties, compression, Huffman coding, block truncation coding, run-length coding, some applications.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) **References:**


**B2. Digital Signal Processing**

(a) **Introduction:** Applications of signal processing, elements of analog signal processing.

*Discrete time signals and systems:* Causal and stable systems, linear time invariant systems, difference equation representations, Fourier transform of sequences, transfer function.

*Random signals:* Stationary signals, autocorrelation function, power spectral density.

*Sampling of continuous time signals:* Frequency domain interpretation of sampling, reconstruction of band limited signals from samples.
The z-transform: Region of convergence, properties of z-transform, inverse z-transform, relation with other transforms.

Transfer function: Poles and zeroes, interpretation of causality and stability, frequency response for rational transfer functions, minimum phase and all-pass systems.

Transform analysis of discrete signals: Discrete Fourier series, discrete Fourier transform, relationships with Fourier transform of sequences.

Structures for discrete time systems: Block diagrams, signal flow graphs, direct, cascade and parallel forms, transposed forms, structures for FIR filters, lattice filters.

Effects of finite precision: Coefficient quantization, round-off noise, analysis of various structural forms, limit cycles in IIR filters.

Filter design: Filter specifications, design using analog filters, impulse invariance, bilinear transformation, frequency transformation of low-pass IIR filters, computer-aided design, FIR filter design by windowing.

Computation of DFT: Direct computation, FFT and other implementations, finite precision effects.

Applications of DFT: Fourier analysis of signals using DFT, DFT analysis of sinusoidal signals, spectral estimation, analysis of non-stationary signals.

Some advanced topics.

Practical exercises using MATLAB or other software.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:

B3. Cryptology

(a) Introduction: Brief introduction to number theory, Euclidean algorithm, Euler’s totient function, Fermat’s theorem and Euler’s generalization, Chinese Remainder Theorem, primitive roots and discrete logarithms, Quadratic residues, Legendre and Jacobi symbols.

Basic concepts of cryptology: Cryptography and cryptanalysis, classical cryptosystems, concept of block and stream ciphers, private and public key cryptography.
Information theoretic ideas: Entropy, equivocation, perfect secrecy and unicity distance.


RSA public key cryptosystems: RSA system, primality testing, survey of factoring algorithms.

Other public key cryptosystems: El Gamal public key cryptosystem, algorithms for discrete log problem, Knapsack public key cryptosystems, cryptanalysis of Knapsack PKC – Shamir’s attack and Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovasz algorithm.

Digital signature and hash functions: El Gamal signature scheme, digital signature standard, one-time undeniable and fail-stop signatures, computationally collision-free hash functions, extending hash functions, examples of hash functions.

Security of practical systems: Database, operating system and network security.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:


B4. Advanced Algorithms for Graph and Combinatorial Optimization Problems

(a) Shortest path problems: Single source SP problem, SP tree, Ford’s labelling method, labelling and scanning method, efficient scanning orders – topological order for acyclic networks, shortest first search
for non-negative networks (Dijkstra), BFS search for general networks, correctness and analysis of the algorithms; All pair SP problem – Edmond-Karp method, Floyd’s algorithm and its analysis.

*Flows in Networks:* Basic concepts, maxflow-mincut theorem, Ford and Fulkerson augmenting path method, integral flow theorem, maximum capacity augmentation, Edmond-Karp method, Dinic’s method and its analysis, MalhotraKumar- Maheswari method and its analysis, Preflow-push method (Goldberggarj Ian) and its analysis; Better time bounds for simple networks.

*Minimum cost flow:* Minimum cost augmentation and its analysis.

*Matching problems:* Basic concepts, bipartite matching – Edmond’s blossom shrinking algorithm and its analysis; Recent developments.

*Planarity:* Basic fact about planarity, polynomial time algorithm.

*Graph isomorphism:* Importance of the problem, backtrack algorithm and its complexity, isomorphism complete problems, polynomial time algorithm for planar graphs, group theoretic methods.

*NP-hard optimization problems:* Exponential algorithms for some hard problems – dynamic programming algorithm for TSP, recursive algorithm for maximum independent set problem; Review of NP-completeness of decision problems associated with TSP, bin packing, knapsack, maximum clique, maximum independent set, minimum vertex cover, scheduling with independent task, chromatic number etc; Formulation of the concept of NP-hard optimization problem, perfect graphs and polynomial time algorithms for hard problems on graphs, approximation algorithms and classification of NP-optimization problems with respect to approximability.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:


B5. Artificial Intelligence

(a) Introduction: Cognitive science and perception problem, a brief history of AI and its applications.

Languages for AI: PROLOG, LISP; Production system and matching: Problem space, natural constraints, problem representation, problem reduction.

Search techniques: Search space, state space search, heuristic search, pattern directed search, planning, control strategies and implementation, constraint satisfaction.

Knowledge representation: Propositional and predicate logic, rule-base, semantic net, conceptual graph, frames, scripts, relational database, knowledge acquisition and learning.

Reasoning: Logical reasoning, theorem proving, probabilistic reasoning, approximate reasoning, fuzzy reasoning, reasoning about action and time, resources bounded reasoning.

Problem solving: Inference engines, expert system, plan generating system, hierarchical planning, game playing, means-ends analysis, deduction system, blackboard approach.

Tools: Fuzzy logic, artificial neural network, genetic algorithm; Some applications: Natural language understanding, vision, speech understanding, MYCIN.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:

B6. VLSI System Design and Algorithms

(a) Introduction: VLSI design, design styles and parameters, popular technologies.

Logic synthesis: Logic synthesis with nMOS, CMOS, DCVS and PLAs; Pass transistor vs. ratio logic, transit time, clocking, scaling. PLA minimization, folding, testing. Role of BDDs. Logic design tools- ESPRESSO, SIS, OCTOOLS.

High level synthesis: Design description languages – introduction to features in VHDL, Verilog; Scheduling algorithms; Allocation.

Layout synthesis: Design rules, partitioning, placement and floor planning, routing, FPGAs; CAD tools – MAGIC, XACT, VPR, etc.

(b) Pre-requisite: Switching Circuits and Logic Design; Computer Organization.

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 75% and Assignment 25%

(e) References:


B7. Parallel Processing: Architectures and Algorithms

(a) Introduction: Parallelism in uniprocessor System, memory-interleaving, pipelining and vector processing, parallel computer structures, architectural classifications, parallel computer models: PRAM and VLSI complexity models, program properties: conditions of parallelism, program partitioning and scheduling, granularity and scalability.
System interconnect architectures: Static interconnection networks array, tree, mesh, pyramid, hypercube, cube-connected-cycles, butterfly, Cayley graphs; Dynamic interconnection networks crossbar, Clos network, multistage interconnection networks, blocking, non-blocking and rearrangeable operations, properties and routing.

Networked computers as a multi-computer platform, basics of message-passing, computing using workstation clusters, Software tools.

Parallel algorithms and their mapping on different architectures:

(i) Arithmetic computations: Addition, multiplication, FFT, DFT, Polynomial multiplication, convolution, evaluation and interpolation.

(ii) Matrix operations: Transpose, multiplication, inversion, eigenvalue computation.


(iv) Sorting: Theoretical bounds, sorting networks, Batcher’s odd-even and bitonic sort, sorting on hyper-cubic networks, mesh and mesh-like architectures.

(v) Graph algorithms: All-pairs shortest-path (APSP) problem, finding connected components of a graph, minimum spanning tree.


(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week (including tutorials).

(d) Theory 100%

(e) References:


B8. Advanced Operating System

(a) Device Drivers.
Message Passing: Interprocess communication, group communication, broadcasting algorithms.

Remote Procedure Call: RPC Model, stub generation, server management, parameter passing, call semantics, communication protocols, client-Server binding, exception handling, security, optimization.

Distributed Shared Memory: Architecture, consistency model, replacement strategy, thrashing, coherence.

Synchronization: Clock synchronization, event ordering, mutual exclusion, deadlock, election algorithms.

Resource Management: Scheduling algorithm, task assignment, load balancing, load sharing.

Process Management: Process migration, threads.

File Systems.

Protection and Security.

Fault Tolerance.

Real time OS: pSOS, VxWorks.

Naming in distributed systems, directory services, DNS.

Case studies of some distributed OS: Hydra, Mach, Amoeba, etc.

(b) Nil

(c) Four Lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:


(a) Introduction: Objective, applications, GKS/PHIGS, normalized co-ordinate system, aspect ratio.

Graphics system: Vector and raster graphics, various graphics display devices, graphics interactive devices, segmented graphics, attribute table.

Raster scan Graphics: Line drawing algorithms, circle/ellipse drawing algorithms, polygon filling algorithms.
**Geometric transformation:** Homogeneous co-ordinate system, 2D and 3D transformations, projection – orthographic and perspective.

**Curve and Surfaces:** Curve approximation and interpolation, Lagrange, Hermite, Bezier and B-Spline curves/surfaces and their properties, curves and surface drawing algorithms.

**Geometric modelling:** 3D object representation and its criteria, edge/vertex list, constructive solid geometry, wire-frame model, generalized cylinder, finite element methods.

**Clipping:** Window and viewport, 2D and 3D clipping algorithms.

**Hidden line and hidden surfaces:** Concept of object- and image-space methods, lines and surface removal algorithms.

**Intensify and color models:** RGB, YIQ, HLS and HSV models and their conversions, gamma correction, halftoning.

**Rendering:** Illumination models, polygon mesh shading, transparency, shadow, texture.

Some advance topics/applications:

(b) Nil

(c) Three lectures and two tutorial per week

(d) Theory 60% and Assignment 40%

(e) **References:**


C1. Formal Aspects of Programming Languages and Methodology

(a) Formal Syntax and Semantics: Abstract and concrete syntax; Operational, denotational, axiomatic, algebraic and other formal semantics; Domain theory and fixed-point semantics; Lambda-calculus, type theory and functional languages.

Verification of Programs: Reasoning about programs, specification and correctness assertions, soundness and completeness.
Verification of deterministic flow and structured programs, methods for proving partial and total correctness and their soundness and completeness.
Verification of nondeterministic programs – guarded commands, deductive system for partial and total correctness, soundness and completeness, proving fair termination.
Verifying program with procedures – recursive procedures with or without parameters.
Verifying concurrent and distributed programs – shared variable language, CSP language, deductive systems and their soundness and completeness, safety and liveness properties, fair termination etc.

(b) Co-requisite: Logic for Computer Science.

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 100%

(e) References:

5. N. Francez: Program Verification, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1992

C2. Computational Complexity

(a) Review of machine models, RAM, Various kinds of Turing machines; Time and space complexities, central complexity classes, hierarchy and simulation results; Reduction between problems and completeness, examples of complete problems; Complexity of optimization problems and their approximability, circuits and non-uniform models of computation; Probabilistic computation and complexity classes;

Introduction to PCP theorem and its application to approximability; Uniform diagonalization, polynomial time hierarchy; Isomorphism conjecture, sparse sets, relativization, resource bounded measure and computational complexity, public-key cryptosystems, one-way functions, trapdoor-functions.

(b) Nil
C3. Topics in Algorithms and Complexity

(a) Objective of this course is to introduce a few topics of current interest in Algorithms and Complexity. The course may be organised by selecting a few topics from the list given below.

Randomized algorithms: Review of basic tools from probability theory – moments, deviations, Markov and Chebyshev’s inequalities, Chernoff bounds, probabilistic method, Lovasz local lemma, method of conditional probabilities, etc; application to design and analysis of randomized algorithms for selected problems, such as quick-sort, min-cut, 2-SAT, matrix product, primality etc.

Probabilistic analysis of algorithms: Some examples, such as BP heuristics, Karp’s partitioning algorithm for Euclidean TSP, etc.

On-line algorithms for selected problems, such as paging and load balancing.

Approximability of NP-optimization problems: A brief survey of some important algorithms including primal-dual algorithms, algorithms based on semidefinite programming and randomized rounding for selected problems; approximation classes and completeness.

Probabilistic Computation: Probabilistic Turing Machines and complexity classes, Pseudo-random number generators; Brief introduction to interactive proof systems and PCP Theorem with applications to approximability of NP-optimization problems.

Quantum Computation: A brief introduction to quantum computing and some important quantum algorithms.

Parametric Complexity: A brief introduction to parametric complexity with illustrative examples of fixed parameter tractability.

Computational Biology: A brief introduction to algorithms for molecular biology – basic concepts from molecular biology, algorithms for computational problems related to sequence alignments, DNA sequencing and phylogenetic trees.
(b) Pre-requisite – Probability and Stochastic Processes, Design and Analysis of Algorithms.

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 100%

(e) References:

15. Selected recent papers.

C4. Logic for Computer Science

(a) Syntax and semantics of first order logic; Proof procedures – Hilbert system, natural deduction and sequent calculus, resolution methods, soundness and completeness; Prenex normal form and skolemization; Compactness, Lowenheim Skolem theorem, Herbrand’s theorem, undecidability and incompleteness; Peano and Presburger arithmetics, incompleteness of first order number theory. Introduction to Modal and Temporal Logic with applications.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 100%
(e) References:


C5. Formal Methods in Computer Science – Selected Topics

(a) Objective of this course is to introduce a few topics concerning applications of formal methods for specification, design, development and verification of complex software and hardware systems. The course may be organized by giving an overview of formal methods in Computer Science and treating a few selected topics at some depth. Possible topics are given below.

Introduction and overview: Life cycle and traditional informal approach to software development, need for formal approach, survey of specification and formal software development, methods including algebraic and operational specifications, VDM, Z, various stages in the software development process, program transformation methodology, correctness proofs.

Models of Concurrency: Survey of various models for concurrent and parallel computation, such as labelled transition systems, process algebras like CCS and CSP, synchronization trees and languages, Petri nets, asynchronous transition systems, event structures etc.

Specification and Verification of reactive systems: Fair transition systems, linear time and branching time temporal logics; Omega-automata, Buchi, Muller, Street and Rabin automata; Decision problems, relation to LTL, LTL-satisfiability, tableaux construction and conversion to omega-automata. LTL model-checking using omega-automata; sate-explosion problem and symbolic model checking; deductive model checking – falsification diagram, safety transformation, fairness transformation and well-founded transformation, finding counter examples, generalized verification diagrams.

(b) Co-requisite: Logic for Computer Science.

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 100%
(e) References:


C6. Logic Programming and Deductive Databases

(a) Logic programming: Introduction to four styles of programming – procedural, functional, logic-oriented and object-oriented; Foundation of logic programming review of relevant concepts from Logic-clausal form and Horn clause logic, skolemization, the Herbrand domain, unification, resolution and resolution strategies; Logic programming – data representation, operational views of unification and backtracking, the notion of logical variable, reversibility, non-logical features; Working with PROLOG, implementation issues, meta-level programming, constraint logic programming and other paradigms, practical exercises.

Deductive databases: Introduction to deductive databases – database as a model and a theory, queries and integrity constraints, negation as a failure, top-down and bottom-up query evaluation, semantics of negation and other related issues.
(b) Co-requisite: Logic for Computer Science.

c) Four lectures per week

d) Theory 100%

e) References:


C7. Topics in Algebraic Computation

(a) Polynomial Manipulations: GCD and Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, factoring polynomials over finite fields, Berlekamp’s algorithm and fast probabilistic algorithm; Factoring polynomials over the integers p-adic methods and lattice reduction, deterministic algorithms.

Matrix Computations: Asymptotically fast matrix multiplication algorithms; Symbolic and exact solutions of linear systems, and Diophantine analyses, normal forms over fields, algorithms for large sparse matrices, co-ordinate recurrence methods.

Solving Systems of Non-linear Equations: Grobner basis, reduced Grobner bases and Buchberger’s algorithm; Dimensions of ideals, the number of zeros of an ideal, decomposition of ideals, approximating zeros of real polynomial systems; Applications to word problem, automatic theorem proving, term rewriting systems, complexity of Grobner basis computation.

Computer Algebra Systems: Issues of data representation – sparse, dense, canonical, normal; Representations of polynomials, matrices and series; Simplification of expressions and systems – canonical simplification of polynomials, nationals and radicals; Knuth-Bendix critical pair and completion algorithms; Cylindrical decompositions.

Algebraic Complexity Theory: Uniform and non-uniform models, straight-line and branching programs; Survey of lower bound results for polynomial, matrix and bilinear computations.

(b) Nil

c) Four lectures per week
(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:


C8. Lambda-Calculus, Combinators and Functional Programming

(a) Introduction: Functional vs. imperative programming; Lambda-calculus the basis of all functional languages, lambda calculus as a formal system free and bound variables; Substitution, conversion rules, equality, extendibility, reduction and reduction strategies, Church-Rosser Theorem (statement only) and consequences, Combinators, lambda-calculus as a programming language-computability, Turing completeness (no proof), representing data and basic operations, truth values, pairs and tuples, natural numbers, predecessor operation, writing recursive functions, fixed-point combinators, Let expressions, lambda-calculus as a declarative language.

Types: Simply typed lambda-calculus, Church and Curry typing, polymorphism, most general types, strong normalization (no proof) and its negative consequence for Turing completeness, adding recursive operators.
Functional programming: Pure/impure functional languages, strict/non-strict functional languages (standard ML/HASKELL); Functional programming (using ML/HASKELL) – expressions, evaluation, functions and types; Type definitions and built-in types; Recursive definitions and structural reduction, infinite lists, further data structures, examples of functional programmes; Implementation issues.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 100%

(e) References:


C9. Information and Coding Theory

(a) Entropy, its characterization and related properties, Huffman codes, Shannon-Fano coding, robustness of coding techniques, Information measure–noiseless coding, discrete memoryless channel – channel capacity, fundamental theorem of information theory.

Error correcting codes – minimum distance principles, Hamming bound, general binary code, group code, linear group code, convolution encoding – algebraic structure, Gilbert bound, threshold decoding – threshold decoding for block codes, cyclic binary codes – BCH codes, generalized BCH code and decoding, optimum codes, concepts of non-cyclic codes.

(b) Nil
(c) Four lectures per week
(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:

C10. Advanced Cryptology

(a) Factoring algorithms: Recent developments in factoring algorithms, quadratic sieve and number field sieve methods.

Elliptic curves: A detailed study of elliptic curves, factorization of numbers, design of computationally secure elliptic curve cryptosystems.

Identification schemes: Schnorr, Okamoto and Guillou-Quisquater identification schemes.

Authentication codes: computing deception probabilities, combinatorial and entropy bounds.

Secret sharing schemes: Shamir’s threshold schemes, general secret sharing, Brickell vector space construction.

Stream ciphers and S-boxes: cryptographic properties of Boolean functions relevant to stream ciphers and S-boxes, Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, linear complexity, cyclotomic sequences, cryptanalysis of stream ciphers and S-Boxes.

Complexity theoretic foundations of cryptography: One-way functions, pseudo-randomness, interactive proof systems and zero knowledge proofs.

Financial cryptography and e-commerce.

Quantum cryptography: A brief introduction to quantum computing, Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm, quantum key distribution and bit commitment.

(b) Pre-requisite: Cryptology.
(c) Four lectures per week
(d) Theory 100%
(e) References:
1. All references in the course Cryptology-1.

C11. Multi-dimensional search and Computational geometry

(a) Multi-dimensional search: Review of some advanced topics on dynamic unweighted and weighted trees, k-d tree, range tree, priority search tree, finger-tree, interval trees, amortized analysis of dynamically maintaining weight balanced binary trees; Dynamic search trees in secondary storage; Orthogonal range searching, order decomposable problems, multi-dimensional divide and conquer, partial match retrieval in minimum space, few applications to multidimensional searching.

Computational geometry: Point location in monotone subdivision, convex polygons, convex hull of point set and polygon in 2 and 3 dimensions, Voronoi diagram, Delauney triangulation, Arrangement and duality, triangulation of polygons, binary space partitioning, visibility, simplex range searching, isothetic geometry, matrix searching and its applications in different geometric optimization problems, few applications in GIS and robot motion planning, and physical design in VLSI.

(b) Nil

(c) Three lectures and one tutorial per week

(d) Theory 75% and Assignment 25%

(e) References:

C12. Real-Time Systems

Introduction to real-time system design, real-time operating system – OSE Delta.

Reliable Programming, Fault tolerance, Exception handling, concurrency models, atomic actions, real-time facilities, real-time scheduling, resource control.

Real-time database systems.

High-level and low-level programming issues, real-time languages: Ada.

Turing efficiency, Formal specification methods: Petri nets, Q-models, verification, model checking, theorem proving.

Safety critical real-time control systems, supervisory control theory. Communication under timing constraints.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 75% and Practical 25%

(e) References:


C13. Fault Tolerant Computing

(a) Origin of fault-tolerant computing, reliability, maintainability, testability, dependability; Faults, errors and fault models – stuck-at, bridging, delay, physical, component level; Design techniques for fault-tolerance, triple-modular redundancies, m-out-of-n codes, check sums, cyclic codes, Berger codes, etc; Fault tolerant design of VLSI circuits and systems; Concepts of t-diagnosability, self-checking, BIST, LSSD, etc; Testing and Design for testability – fault equivalence, dominance, checkpoints, test generation, D-algorithm, PODEM, FAN, Boolean difference, testability analysis, fault sampling, random pattern testability, testability-directed test generation, scan path, syndrome and parity testing, signature analysis; CMOS and PLA testing, delay fault testing, system-on-a chip testing, core testing; Formal Verification, BDDs.

(b) Pre-requisite: Switching Circuits and Logic Design, Computer Organization.

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 75% and Assignment 25%

(e) References:

C14. Advanced Database Theory and Applications

(a) Concurrency Control in RDBMS: Testing for serializability, lock based and time-stamp based protocols; Deadlock detection and Recovery.

Security and Integrity: Discretionary and mandatory access control; Facilities in SQL, access control models for RDBMS and OODBMS.

Distributed Database: Basic Structure, fragmentation algorithms, trade-offs for replication, query processing, recovery and concurrency control; Multi-database systems; Design of Web Databases.

Data Mining and Warehousing: Association Rule algorithms, algorithms for sequential patterns; Clustering and classification in data mining; Basic structure of a data warehouse; Extension of ER Model, materialistic view creation; On line analytical processing and data cube. Deductive databases, recursive query construction, logical database design and datalog.

One or more of the following topics:

(b) Nil
(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment/Seminar 20%

(e) **References:**

4. Selected papers from different LNCS (Lecture Notes on Computer Science, Springer, Berlin) volumes and different URLs on Internet.

**C15. Advanced Pattern Recognition**

(a) Bayes classification, error probability, error bounds, Bhattacharya bounds, error rates and their estimation, parametric and nonparametric learning, density estimation, estimation of mixture distributions, classification trees.

Unsupervised classification, split/merge techniques, advanced hierarchical clustering algorithms, cluster validity, set estimation, optimal and suboptimal feature selection algorithms, $k$-NN rule and its error rate.

Syntactic approach to pattern recognition.

Neural network models for pattern recognition; learning, supervised and unsupervised classification, stochastic learning algorithm, feature analysis, fuzzy set theoretic models for pattern recognition.

Some advanced topics with applications, (e.g., neuro-fuzzy approach, genetic algorithms, data mining, case-based reasoning).

Use of PR software.

(b) Pre-requisite: Pattern Recognition and Image Processing.

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 75% and Assignment 25%

(e) **References:**

C16. Advanced Image Processing

(a) Introduction: Image formation – geometric and photometric models, Digitization.


Segmentation: Model-based – facet model, active contour, discrete and probabilistic relaxation, watershade algorithm, edge detection/linking, semantic region grouping, interactive segmentation.

Compression: First/second generation compression, fractal based compression, wavelet based compression.

Properties/Feature extraction: Temporal and textural features – moments, graylevel co-occurrence matrix, pattern spectrum; structural features – Fourier descriptor, polygonal approximation.

Image Analysis and recognition: Shape matching, shape metric, texture analysis, relaxation (probabilistic and fuzzy) technique, graph isomorphism, multi-resolution and multi-scale image analysis, image understanding.

Color image processing: Color model, enhancement, segmentation.

Image databases: Attribute list, relational attributes, indexing, storage and retrieval, content based retrieval; Use of advanced tools – fractals, genetic algorithm, Markov model, mathematical morphology, neural networks, wavelets;
Use of Advanced Tools

Some applications (from the following but not restricted to):

(b) Pre-requisite: Pattern Recognition and Image Processing.

(c) Three lectures and two tutorials per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:

C17. Computer Vision
(a) **Introduction:** Machine vision systems, optics and lenses, image sensors, human vision and Neuro-visual model; Marr's paradigm; Imaging geometry – world co-ordinate system and camera co-ordinate system, co-ordinate transformations, projection geometry, camera calibration, radiometry.

**Early processing and image filtering:** Noise removal, region segmentation, concept of primal sketch, scale space, edge detection and localization, edge linking, Hough transform, corner and junction detection.

**Reflectance map and photometric stereo:** Image brightness and radiometry, image formation and surface reflectance under different conditions, reflectance map and bidirectional reflectance distribution function, photometric stereo recovering albedo and surface orientation, shape from shading.

**Range measurement and recovering scene geometry:** Binocular technique – stereo pair, epipolar line and plane, Stereo matching, photogrammetry, monocular technique – texture processing and shape from texture, depth from focusing and symmetry, different range finder (active) – laser range finder, light-stripe method.

**Motion estimation:** Motion field, optical flow – smoothness, boundary conditions, discontinuities of optical flow, block based method, pre-recursive method, Bayesian method, motion segmentation method, motion from points and lines, token tracking, stereo and motion tracking, use of Kalman filter, focus of expansion, structure from motion, motion compensated filtering and restoration, video compression, active and passive surveil lance.

**Representation and analysis of polyhedral scene:** Understanding line drawings, gradient and dual space, generalized cylinder, volumetric representation, edge and junction labelling; Labelling and recognition of scene objects; Construction of model-base and visual learning, model based recognition system – Acronym, model based recognition from sparse range data, 3D model based vision system, scene understanding.

**Special systems for computer vision** Visual information processing architecture, language and control, Some applications (but not restricted to):

(b) Pre-requisite: As suggested by the teacher.

(c) Three lectures and one tutorial per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) **References:**


C18. Robotics

(a) Introduction: Robot anatomy, manipulator mechanics, robot arm kinematics and dynamics, trajectory planning.

Control: Control of robot manipulators, feedback and adaptive control, Kalman filter.

Sensing systems: Range sensing, proximity sensing, tactile, force and torque sensing, grasping strategies.

Robot programming languages.

Navigation: Mobile robots, path planning, navigation.

Vision: Robot vision, scene understanding, recognition, interpretation.

Knowledge engineering and task planning.

Some applications and related advanced topics.

(b) Pre-requisite: As suggested by teacher.

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:

6. Related Internet based literatures/tutorials.

C19. Analysis of Remote Sensing Images

(a) Physics of remote sensing, characteristics of satellites, sensors, earth’s surface, and atmosphere.
Registration of images and maps, sources of errors, like geometric errors and radiometric errors, and their corrections.

Methodologies for interpretation of remotely sensed image data – image processing and pattern recognition.

Introduction to GIS, digitization and vectorization, use of GIS packages, analysis of remotely sensed data using GIS.

Advanced topics like digital terrain mapping, object identification, multi-source data integration (fusion), hyper-spectral imaging and topics of current research interest.

(b) Pre-requisite: Pattern Recognition and Image Processing.

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 80% and Assignment 20%

(e) References:


C20. Fuzzy Logic and Applications

(a) Brief overview of crisp sets; the notion of fuzziness; what, why and when to apply fuzzy set; operations on fuzzy sets; fuzzy numbers.

Crisp relations, fuzzy relations, Max*-composition of fuzzy relation; Max*-transitive closure; probability measures of fuzzy events; fuzzy expected value.

Approximate reasoning, different methods of rule aggregation and defuzzification.

Fuzzy measures – belief, plausibility and their properties; Dempster’s rule of combination; consonant body of evidence – possibility, necessity.

Measures of uncertainty – axiomatic formulation of Hartley information, Shannon’s entropy, concepts of joint and conditional entropy and their properties; measures of non-specificity; measures of dissonance and confusion; fuzziness measures.
Fuzzy geometry.

Applications to some selected topics like pattern recognition, image processing, computer vision, optimization, control, data mining.

Integration with other computing paradigm.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 70% and Assignment 30%

(e) References:

C21. Neural Networks and Applications

(a) Introduction to neural networks, threshold logic, circuit realization.

Introduction to biological neural networks, significance of massive parallelism.

Perceptron, perceptron learning rule and its convergence, multilayered perceptron, learning algorithms, function approximation, generalization, VC-dimension.

Regularization networks, RBF networks.

Recurrent networks; Hopfield model, pattern retrieval process, application to optimization problems, Simulated annealing, mean-field annealing, Boltzman machine and its learning.
Self-organizing systems, Hebbian and competitive learning, Kohonen’s self-organizing map, learning vector quantization, principal component analysis networks, adaptive resonance theory.

Temporal learning, backpropagation through time, temporal backpropagation, real-time recurrent learning (RTRL).

Architecture optimization; Hardware realization.

Applications in selected topics from pattern recognition, image processing, computer vision, natural language processing, control, forecasting.

Advanced/related topics such as cellular neural networks, support vector machine, neuro-fuzzy computing and other hybridization, independent component analysis.

(b) Nil

(c) Four lectures per week

(d) Theory 70% and Assignment 30%

(e) References:


C22. Advanced Web Technology/Advanced Internet Programming

(a) Introduction: Overview and evolution of Internet programming and application tools, searching and browsing tools.

Markup Languages and its application on the web: HTML, XML and related concepts.

Java programming: Features of Java Language – brief history of Java, concept of Java VM, basic structure
of Java programming; GUI programming – basics of Java Abstract Windowing Toolkit, event handling and swing programming, applet programming; Java Beans and Java IDE; I/O in Java; Network Programming – Client Server programming, Remote Method Invocation; Java database connectivity; Multi-Thread programming in Java.

*Communication protocol:* TCP/IP, IP addressing and domain registration and related concepts.

*Application level technology:* HTTP, Web Server, Browsing, Firewall.

*Search Mechanisms:* Search Engine, Crawler Technology, Filtering Technology Content based Searching, Agent Technology, Internet Robot.

*Advance Internet applications:* Data and Web mining; e-commerce; Distributed Objects – component object model, common object request broker architecture, Web security.

(b) Pre-requisite: Nil

(c) Three classes and one Tutorial per week

(d) Theory 70% and Assignment 30%

(e) References:

3. Related literatures/tutorials available in Internet.

**C23. Document Processing and Retrieval**

(a) *Document generation:* Curve drawing – Bezier Polynomial, Splines, Digital Character generation and Fontographics, Analog and Digital Halftoning, Document Layout creation and Page Makeup, Multimedia content creation, Static and Dynamic Website document creation.


*Applications:* Signature verification, Postal Address reading system, Table-form reading system, Mathematical expression, Chemical equation, Table recognition.
Information retrieval (IR): indexing, text-based information retrieval techniques, content based information retrieval (CBIR), multimedia information retrieval, multimodal query formulation/decomposition, relevance judgment/feedback, evaluation techniques.

(b) Pre-requisite: Nil

(c) Three classes and one Tutorial per week

(d) Theory 70% and Assignment 30%

(e) References:


